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Good morning,
 
On Wednesday, September 14, the Arts and Humanities Panel 2 of the ASC Curriculum
Committee reviewed the proposal for Philosophy 1420.  Please find below the Panel’s
feedback for this proposal.  {N.B.  Contingencies (bolded) require revision and resubmission
to the Panel chair, while recommendations (italicized) or comments are suggestions from the
Panel that an instructor can implement at their discretion when the course is taught.}
 
PHILOSOPHY 1420 | Unanimously approved with four (4) recommendations
 

RECOMMENDATION:  For the purpose of demonstrating contact hours for the course,
the Panel suggests including a “place holder” date and time for class meetings until the
official information is available.

RECOMMENDATION:  In the final section on the bottom of page 6 of the syllabus, the
word “description” appears twice in a row.  The Panel offers a friendly recommendation
to remove this typo.

RECOMMENDATION:  The Panel recommends including the page number ranges for
assigned readings so that students have a better sense of their workload.

RECOMMENDATION:  The Panel suggests further clarifying when the reflection papers
are due within the weekly timeline of the course schedule structure.  For instance, at the
bottom of the Week 2 block, there is a note that the first reflection paper is due — but is
it due on Tuesday or Thursday of that week?  Or even on a different day that week when
class does not meet?

 
Philosophy 1420 will continue through the approval process.
 
Should you have any questions about the feedback of the Panel, please feel free to contact
Eugenia Romero (faculty Chair of the A&H2 Panel; cc’d on this e-mail) or me.
 
Best,
Emily
 
 

Emily K. Cody, Ph.D.
Curriculum and Assessment Assistant
ASC Curriculum and Assessment Services The College of Arts and Sciences
306 Dulles Hall, 230 Annie and John Glenn Ave., Columbus, OH 43210
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